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We consider the spectral problem for the lattice Schrodinger 
operator with a quadratic potential. The eigenfunctions in the dis¬ 
crete spectrum of these operators correspond to the trigonometric 
moments of the periodic solutions of certain ordinary differential 
equations. Relying on this observation, the classical theory of 
moments permits the derivation of exact analytical and numerical 
bounds to the eigenvalues. 
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The classical 'moment problem' has been around since the 
latter part of the last century. In 1985, Stieltjes solved the 
problem: what are the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
sequence of numbers UQ, U^,   to be the moments, 
u(P) = I dx xM:(x), of a nonnegative (f(x) - 0) distribution? This 
problem was subsequently broadened by other mathematicians to include 
many other types of domains. Thus in 1921, Hamburger generalized the 
above to the entire real line (i.e. u(P) = \ xr g(x)dx, g(x) = 0). 
J - oo 
Other versions have included the Hausdorff moment problem, which is 
concerned with functions restricted to compact domain (i.e. [0,1]); 
as well as trigonometric moment problems, which are concerned with 
2IT-periodic functions [1]. 
Despite the above accomplishments, not until quite recently has 
anyone investigated the relevance of the moment problem to the 
eigenvalue problem for linear differential and partial differ¬ 
ential operators. In particular, Handy and Bessis [2-4] were the 
first to apply the theorems arising from the mathematical 'moment 
problem' directly to the energy quantization concerns of quantum 
physics. There have been earlier works by Killenbeck [5], and 
Richardson and Blankenbecler [6] on a moments' equation perspective 
on energy quantization; however, their works are not legitimate 
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moment problem related investigations, since no use of the non¬ 
negativity (positivity) properties of the wavefunction are used. 
The significant contribution of the moment problem quanti¬ 
zation method of Handy and Bessis, hereafter referred to as the 
eigenvalue moment method (EMM), is that it allows for the quan¬ 
tization of eigenenergies of multidimensional problems through 
rapidly converging bounds. In addition, because this method is 
formulated from a moment's prespective, it is highly effective for 
investigating singular, strongly coupled, quantum problems [2]. For 
these kinds of systems, the availability of precise methods for cal¬ 
culating converging lower and upper bounds to eigenenergies is im¬ 
portant because other approximate techniques can only give estimations 
for the true energy. An interesting example is the one-dimensional 
problem: 
-Y " + [x2 + (Ax2 / (1 + gx2)]Y = EY . 
Handy's analysis [7] for the ground state energy, Eg, with 
A = 0.1 and g = 2, yielded the bounds 1.017176 < Eg < 1.017185. An 
earlier work by Lai and Lin [8], using a Hellman-Feynman hypervirial 
analysis, predicted Eg = 1.01728160. Note that the latter implies 
an eight decimal place reliability; however, from the rigorous bounds 
provided by the EMM approach, it is evident that the result of Lai 
and Lin is only correct to third decimal place. This is one of many 
examples in the literature which indicate the need for methods that 
yield converging lower and upper bounds to the eigenenergies. 
(1) 
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Up to the present time, the Handy and Bessis moment method has 
been used to solve important problems such as: 
(1) accurate ground state eigenvalue determination for hydrogenic 
atoms in superstrong magnetic fields (10^ - 10^2 Gauss) [4], 
which has been the focus of much research for the past quarter 
century [9], 
(2) anharmonic potential models [2,10], 
(3) nonlinear problems related to molecular solvent interactions 
[10,11], 
(4) magnetohydrodynamic models for plasma instability [12], 
(5) analysis of excited quantum states via the third order linear 
differential equation [10], and 
(6) lattice equations for lattice spacing a < 0(1) [13]. 
Whith regards to the latter case, lattice quantum systems are doubly 
significant. Firstly, conventional numerical analysis of continuum 
systems is mostly done through appropriate lattice or finite differ¬ 
ence approximation [14,15]. Secondly, lattice models have been devel¬ 
oped in quantum physics independently of any continuum counterpart. 
Thus, in solid states physics there is much interest in the study of 
one-dimensional random and quasi-periodic lattice potentials [16], As 
such, the investigation of the relevance of the moment method to 
lattice problems is well motivated. 
In Section II, we briefly review the conventional EMM as applied 
to lattice Schrodinger operators for lattice spacing, a, less than 
order unity, a < 0(1). This is done so that the reader may better 
appreciate the difference in formalism between the work of Handy and 
4 
Pei [13], and that in the present work involving a trigonometric moment 
problem analysis for the case a = 0(1). Section III then discusses 
the trigonometric moment problem analysis, as applied to the harmonic 
oscillator problem. Most of the necessary algebraic and arithemtic 
manipulations are outlined in the appendices. 
II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF MOMENT ANALYSIS OF HANDY AND PEI 
The continuum eigenvalue moment method [1] utilizes the expo¬ 
nential fall-off and nonnegative property of the bosonic ground 
state wavefunction in order to define a moments problem. These 
issues are also relevant to the discrete formulation. We outline 
the important features of one-dimensional lattice Hamiltonians that 
allow for the application of the moment method. 
Consider the discretized one-dimensional Schrodinger equation 
( £ 2 = h/2m, Jri is Planck's constant and m is the particle mass) 
-( £ /a)2 A2 f(L) + V(aL)Y(L) = EY(L) , (2) 
where 'a' is the lattice spacing, V(aL) is the continuum potential 
function evaluated at the site x = aL, L is an arbitrary integer, 
E is the energy, and the finite difference second order operator is 
taken to be, (see Appendix A) 
A2 Y(W = y(L + 1) + y(L - 1) - 2 Y (L) . (3) 
The lattice Hamburger moments are 
Up = a ZL (aL)P y (L) . (4) , 
As for the continuum case, the finiteness of the lattice moments is 
insured by the exponential fall-off of the physical discrete wave- 
function solution to Eq. (2). An excellent discussion of this may 
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be found in the text by Bender and Orzag [14]. They argue that the 
asymptotics of solutions to Eq. (2) are determined by the asymptot- 
ices of the corresponding continuum solution. For completeness, we 
include a somewhat different analysis pertaining to polynomial 
potentials. In the subsequent presentation we restrict our re¬ 
marks to the positive limit L~^+co} for brevity. The extension to 
the negative direction follows similarly, and is implicitly assumed. 
Let = ''f'CL + l)/‘lf/(L). We are primarily interested in 
'bounded' lattice solutions for which Lim^^o = Rco exists and 
|Rco I < 1. If the latter holds, then the lattice configuration has 
an exponential behavior | Y (L) | exp[ -L|In|R œ ||] and the moments 
are finite. Lattice quantization corresponds to determining the 'E' 
value for which such bound solutions exist. 
The existence of bound state solutions for well behaved poten¬ 
tials can be established by analyzing the nonlinear recursion re¬ 
lation satisfied by R^: 
Assuming that in the asymptotic limit, L~*oo f We may replace Rp-i 
by R^, it then follows that R^ takes on the functional dependence 
-( £ /ay [RL + (RL-I)"
1 - 2] + V(aL) = E . (5) 
R+(z) = 1 + [z ± z(l + 4X /z)^]/(2A ) , (6a) 
where À = ( £ /a)2 and z = V(aL) - E. The nature of Eq. (6a) is con¬ 
sistent with the assumption 





Lim (R+(VL -E)/R+(VL+1-E)) = 1 (6c)' 
L-^co 
where V, = V(aL). For asymptotically finite and positive potentials 
the latter is always true because 
Lim V(aL)/V(aL + a) = 1 . (6d) 
L"*oo 
For asymptotically infinite and positive potentials the dominant term 
in Eq. (6a) (i.e. R_^ /Vz) yields the limit behavior 
R-(Vl.) VLrt (7) 
R-(VL+1) VL 
for bound state lattice solutions. If the right hand side approaches 
unity, then the assumptions leading to Eq. (6a) are valid for poly¬ 
nomial potentials. These are the kinds of potentials considered in 
this work. 
• • 
It is well known that for the continuum Schrodinger equation the 
ground state can be chosen to be a nonnegative function. The same 
holds for lattice Schrodinger operators [17]. We do not repeat the 
proof. It is outlined below [13]. 
Theorem I: 
It can be easily shown that given any L2 summable 
( 2^ Y (L)2 <0O ) normalized configuration, <Y|^V> = 1> then 
L=- oo 
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the configuration (£ (L) = | 'f' (L) | has an energy expectation value no 
greater than that of Y (L) : 
< $ |H| £ > ^ < Y |H| Y > . (8) 
Theorem II: (Refer to Appendix B for a proof) 
The Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle [18], states that the 
ground state energy must be the absolute minimum of < Y | H| Y >, over 
all normalizable L2 configurations. 
The combination of the preceding theorems clearly motivates the 
nonnegativity of the ground state wavefunction. We can reason, in 
terms of a 'reductio ad absurdum' proof. Suppose the ground state 
(the lowest energy state), HY = E is not nonnegative (i.e. 
fe O O 
it takes on negative values somewhere). Then, by Theorem I, the con- 
figurationÿ = | Y g(L) | would have a lower H-expectation value. 
However, from Theorem II, this is impossible because we must have 
Eg = <^|H|^>,a contradiction! 
Having motivated the exponential drop-off and positivity pro¬ 
perties of the lattice ground state configuration we proceed with an 
implementation of the lattice EMM for the lattice harmonic oscillator 
model. 
Let us consider the lattice counterpart to the usual continuum 
harmonic oscillator problem 
- £ + x2Y Ef, (9) 
that is 
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-(€/a)2£2 Y(L) + (aL)2 Y(U = E f(L) . (10) 
+ OÛ 
Applying the moment operator, 22 a(aL)P, to both sides of 
L— Co 
Eq. (10), and defining u(P) — £+t(aL)PY(D 
L=- oo 
gives : 
-(i/a)! aLÈ<V)P [ Y(L + 1) +Y(L - 1) - 2f (L) ] 
+ u(P + 2) = E~(P) ; (11) 
-( £/a)2 aP [(L - 1)P + (L + 1)P - 2Lht(L) 
^ +u(P + 2) = E~(P) ; (12) 
-(f /a)» a^“aP [2 E B(P) Lp-p] f (L) 
L— oo i=2 1 
and even 
+ u(P + 2) = E u(P) ; (13) 
The B(P) correspond to the binomial coefficients. Interchanging the 
two summations in Eq. (10) we obtain the moment equation 




ji B(?) u(P - i) (14) 
and even 
The ground state must be symmetric, hence u(P = odd) = 0. In 
the continuum theory [2], the even order Hamburger moments are equiv¬ 
alent to the Stieltjes moments of a discrete distribution 
CD + » 
TT(2P) = u(P) = j dy yP[Ao <£(y) + £* Ai O(y - y^] , (15) 
* V2J‘o,p+ I?! Ai yip • (16) 
In order to define the y^s and A^s, we must transform the Hamburger 




Note that (a 0)^ -cJ . Comparing Eqs. (18) and (16) it follows 
U • r 
that = (ai)2 , and = 2aY(i) . 
The importance of Eq. (15) is that for symmetric configurations 
it simplifies the application of the relevant theorems arising from 
the 'moments problem' [1]. For the discrete Stieltjes case, the nec¬ 
essary and sufficient conditions for [u(P)|P = 0,1,....] to corre¬ 
spond to a nonnegative discrete distribution are that the following 
Hankel-Hadamard determinant inequality constraints be satisfied [1] 
The Stieltijes moments are generated through the recursive rela¬ 
tion 
u(m), u(m + 1),.... 
u(m + 1), u(m + 2), 
,u(m + n) 
,u(m + n + 1) 
Am,n [u] ’ 06,1 
> 0 (19) 
u(m + n), u(m + n + 1) u(m + 2n) 
for m = 0, 1 and n = 0. 
P 
u(P + 1) = E u(P) + 2(£/a)2 £ aJi B(|?) u(P - i) 
i=l 
(20) 
We may take u(0) = 1. 
The first nontrivial Hankel-Hadamard determinants are 
11 
A. = E/£ > 0 , (21) 
1,0 
A1 1 = 10(E/£ )
2 + 2a2 (E/£ ) - 4 > 0 , (22) 
A0,2 = 4[-16(E/£ )2 + 4a2(E/g ) + 28] > 0 . 
(23) 
Combining these inequalities gives us the lowest order ground state 
energy bounds 
-a2 +>/a4 + 4P2 = E - a2 +\/a4 + 1122 (24) 
10 8 
The numerical results for various values of the lattice spacing 
are quoted in Tables II-VI. The basic programming logic is as fol¬ 
lows. We partition a given energy interval, [Etnin>EtnaX], and speci¬ 
fy some maximum moment order, PMX. At each point in the parti¬ 
tioned energy interval all the Stieltijes moments of order P - PMX 
are calculated. All the corresponding Hankel-Hadamard determinants 
are evaluated. Only those energy points satisfying Eq. (18) are 
allowed. Through them one can define an updated energy interval, 
[E min’^ maxi* The maximum moment order parameter is increased by 
one, PMX->PMX + 1, and the entire procedure is repeated. Rapidly 
converging lower and upper bounds to the ground state energy are 
obtained for a < 0(1). 
The results cited in Table I show that the moment approach 
yields rapidly converging bounds for relatively small values of the 
lattice spacing, 'a'. For a = 5, no tight bounds are possible. Al¬ 
ready for a = 1 there is a clear reduction in the rate that the 
12 
bounds converge on the physical value, in comparison to the cited 
results for a = 0, .01, and .1. 
The focus of the following section is on developing a moments' 
analysis for large lattice spacing, a > 0(1). 
III. TRIGONOMETRIC PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
The spectral problem of interest is 
[HT(D] = -a-2[Ÿ (L + 1) +Y(L - 1) - 2T(L)] + (aLy-r (L) 
= ET(L) . (25) 
We see from Eq. (25) that the limit a-»<» is singular, as the 
coefficient in front of the discretized Laplacian vanishes. This 
was at the origin of the problems encountered in reference [13]. 
Let us now consider the expression 
$(K) = è°°exp (-ikL)Y(L) (26) 
L=-oo 
which represents the formal Fourier transform of the lattice wave- 
function Y(L). If Y (L) is an L2 eigenstate of the Hamiltonian in 
Eq. (25), the expression (26) is well defined. It is possible to show 
that the coefficients |Y(L)|2 decay (at least) exponentially at 
±03 if Y is an eigenfunction [19]. It then follows that_^5 (k) is 
an analytical 2TT -periodic function. Conversely, if £ (k) is such 
a function, the coefficients 
Y (L) = 1/271 exp (iLk) jj£) (k)dk (27) 
are at least exponentially decaying in the above sense. Using the 
representation of Eq. (27) we will then transform the spectral prob¬ 
lem (25) into a differential equation for ^5(k) (see Eq. (32)). In 
13 
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other words, classical results in the theory of Fourier series estab¬ 
lish a one-to-one correspondence between analytical periodic 2n -solu¬ 
tions of a continous differential equation and L2 Y -eigenfunction of 
the original spectral problem. 
Equation (27) is the inversion formula for the Fourier trans¬ 
form. It also shows that VP (L) are the trigonometric moments of the 
measure d^CA(k) = §(k) dk [1]. Let us assume that this measure is 
positive, dyU. (k) - 0, as is the case for the ground state [17,19]. 
In general, for a positive measure dAA. (k), the inequalities 
oo 
5 277 s I °m exp (imk) |2 dytt (k) ^ 0 (28) 
hold for arbitrary complex coefficients, c^, . They can be trans¬ 
formed into the quadratic form inequalities: 
i=0 c£Y m-n % “ 0» 0 - N < CO (29) 
It is to be noted that Y _m = Y ^ for real § (k); thus the finite 
matrix"1^ m_n in Eq. (29) is Hermitian. According to the classical 
theory of moments [1], the relations Eq. (29) are equivalent to the 
Toeplitz determinantal inequalities: 
Y (o) Yd) Y (2) Y (-N) 
Yd) Y(°) Y(-D Y(I-N) 
^ 0 




for 0 = m,n - N <CO . The infinite set of inequalities (30) is 
also sufficient to ascertain that a sequence of entries nf,n be 
the trigonometric moments of a positive measure. The reader is ad¬ 
vised to note the structural difference between (30) and (19). 
The equation (25) can be interpreted as a recursion relation for 
the coefficients "^(l). By induction, it implies that all H* (L) may 
be written in the form 
Y(L) = 52 cj; (E)f + dL (E) , (31) 
m L M 111 
where the coefficients C^(E) and d^(E) are E dependent and are re¬ 
cursively generated from Eq. (25). In the language of Ref. (3), the 
trigonometric moments are linearly dependent on the set of missing 
moments'^» m£ M, where M = 0,1. This is because of the second 
order nature of Eq. (25). 
Inserting Eq. (31) in Eq. (30) yields an infinite set of inequalities 
which constrain E and the missing moments (the latter into subsets). 
This constrained region rapidly shrinks to a point, as N increases. 
We now illustrate our method in relation to the lattice harmonic 
oscillator. 
Let us determine the ground state energy Eg of the discretized 
harmonic oscillator, defined by Eq. (25). Using the representation 
(26), and the exponentially fast decrease ofY(L), the spectral 
problem for the Mathieu differential equation [14] is 
(H^) = -£"(k) - [A - 2£cos(k)]j5(k) = 0 . (32) 
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where £ = -a~^ and 
A = E/a2 - 2/a4 . (33) 
The reader is referred to Appendix A for a derivation of Eq. (32) 
Equation (32), being a periodic Schrodinger equation, must have 
a nonnegative ground state solution. Because of Eq. (33) this 
ground state corresponds to the E-ground state. For completeness, 
we should note that Eq. (32) defines an Hermitian operator on 
[0,277], subject to the boundary condition 
(277 ) -/(0) , 
(277 ) =J5"(0) . (34) 
As such, Eq. (32) has a purely discrete spectrum (set of eigenvalues). 
We now focus on the ground state of . It corresponds to the 
ground state of the original lattice problem, as indicated before 
(Eq. (33)). The ground state must be a positive, even, and 2j7 -periodic 
function [§ (k) (277 —k)]; and its moments, Y (L), must satisfy 
the relation given by Eq. (25). 
We will apply the Toeplitz determinantal inequalities on the 
Y(L) recursive structure. Upon choosing the normalization 
Y (0) = 1, and restricting ourselves to symmetric configurations 
(as mandated by the evenness of the ground state), we can obtain 
from Eq. (25) the following relation 
Y(o) - 1, 
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Y (1) = (2 - a2 Eg)/2 , 
Y (2) - Y(l) (2f(l) + a4) - 1 (35) 
et cetera. We notice that in this second order case no missing 
moments appear. 
The constraint requires that 0 < E < 4/a2, and implies 
N-l o 
positivity ofY(L)* 
The constraint, plusY^ > 0 provide the following bounds 
(valid for a >V27 after majorization of the square root) 
2/a2 - 4/a6 < Eg < 2/a
2 . (36) 
They are to be compared to the bounds derived in Ref. [15] 
1/10 (-a2 +\/a4 + 40 ) < Eg < 1/8 (a
2 + v/a4 + 112 ) . (37) 
Actually, the lower bound in Eq. (37) is itself bounded from below 
by 2/a2 - 20/a6, and as such is close to the lower bound in Eq. (35). 
The necessary calculations are given in Appendix C. It is note¬ 
worthy that a second-order, perturbative analysis (obtained by treat¬ 
ing the kinetic energy as a perturbation) yields the result 
Eg — 2/a2 - l/(2a6) , (38) 
which is consistent with Eq. (36). 
In Table VII, we quote the numerical energy bounds obtained for 
various values of 'a' and N. Accurate results can be obtained using 
very low order determinant inequalities. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
This thesis has developed an exact trigonometric moment problem 
quantization for lattice Schrôdinger operators corresponding to 
a > 0(1), as developed in the context of the lattice harmonic oscillator 
potential problem. This approach yielded rapidly converging upper and 
lower bounds to the ground state energy. This paper examined Mathieu's 
Equation and solved the problem in a way that broadened the scope of 
the eigenvalue moment method. 
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APPENDIX A: A DERIVATION OF MATHIEU'S EQUATION 
A-1 PRELIMINARIES 
In this Appendix, we derive Mathieu's equation [14] for the 
trigonometric moment problem. We first construct a lattice 
Schrodinger operator with polynomial potential, x2, then proceed 
(1) 
to Mathieu's equation. We introduce A as the forward 
. (D + 
difference operator and cS as the backward difference operator. 
The function f(x) is evaluated at the site x = aL, where 'a' is 
the lattice spacing, and L is an arbitary integer. We have: 
f(x) = [f(x + a) - f(x)] 
= [f(aL + a) - f(aL)]/a 
(Al) 
(A2) 
('a' dependence is implicitly understood), 
f(L) = [f(L + 1) - f(L)]/a (A3) 
and 
A ^ f(x) = [f(x) - f(x - a)]/a (A4) 
= [f(aL) - f(aL - a)]/a (A5) 
Ad_) f(L) = [f(L) - f(L - l)]/a . (A6) 




A - A A - A A (A7) 
A+A. f(D = (A+ f(L) - A+ f(L - l))/a 
= (f(L + 1) - f(L) - [f(L) - f(L - l)])/a2 
A* f(L) = [f(L + 1) + f(L - 1) -2f(L)]/a2 
Equation (A10) is a finite difference second order equation. The 
lattice Schrodinger equation involving the potential function, 
x2'—> (aL)2, becomes 
HVL = -1/a’ [f (L + 1) + Y(L - 1) - 2Y (L)] 
+ (aL)1 f (L) - E Y (L), 
where E is the energy and f (L) is the lattice wavefunction. 
Let us define the lattice Fourier transform 
+ oo 
Æ (k) = G exp (-ikL)Y (L) 
-u L=-oo 
Clearly ^ (k) is 277 -periodic because 
exp [—i(k + 2n)L] = exp (-ikL) . 
Furthermore, if Y (L) is real and symmetric [Y (L) = Y(-L)] 
thenj5*(k) =J^5"(k) 
The proof is as follows: 
+ 00 
<5 *(k) = £ exp [+ik(L)] Y "(L) 
* L=- CO 
+ CO 











= XJ exP (-ikL) Y (L) 
L=- oo 
= (j) (k) (A15) 
Summarizing all of the above, for real and symmetric Y (L) it 
follows: 
§ *00 = §(X) 
§ (k) -jf(-k) = ^(-k + 2 ) 
(A16) 
(A17) 
The inverse transform is 
r277 
Y (P) = 1/277 j dk exp (iPk) 5 (k) . 
Jo * 
The proof of this follows from Equation (A12) after integrating 
over [0, 21J ]. 
+ 0D 
<?(k) = XZ exp (-ikL) Y(L) 
L=- co 
27T +Oo P277 








whereis Kronecker delta function comparing (A20) and (A18), the 
latter is proven. Note that the 'V(P)1s are the trigonometric moments 
of (j) (k). 
A II: MAIHIEU'S EQUATION 
Making use of Eq. (A12) we can transform Eq. (All) such that: 
2e-ikL[-l/a2[f (L + 1) +f (L - 1) - 2f (L)] + (aL)2f (L) ] 
= Efe-ikLY(L). (A21) 
Breaking Eq. (A21) into five parts we have, 
-1/a2 2Te'ikL^(L + D = -l/a22,e‘ik(L“1)f(L) = -1/a2 e+ik <£> (k) (A21a) 
-i/a2 2e-ikLTP(L - 1) = -l/a2£eik(L+D f (L) = -1/a2 (k) (A21b) 
+2/a2 Xe_ikLY(U = 2/a2j5(k) (A21c) 
^e-ikL (aL)2f (L) = -a2 d2/dk2^ (k) (A21d) 
E^e-ikL^ (L) = E^ (k) . (A21e) 
Combining Eqs. (A21 a-e) we have 
-l/a2(eik + e-ik - 2) (k) - a2 d2/dk2 j? (k) = Ejj(k) (A22) 
Note elk + e~lk = 2 cos(k), so that Eq. (A22) reduces to 
-2/a2 [cos(k) - l]^5(k) - a2 d2/dk2j5(k) = E^T(k) (A23) 
Rewriting Eq. (A23) 
[d2/dk2 + E/a2]J^”(k) + 2/a4[cos(k) - 1]^"(k) = 0 (A24) 
/(«" + [E/a2 - 2/a4]jJ(k) + 2/a4 cos(k)j£(k) = 0 (A25) 
where^ = (E/a2 - 2/a4) and £ = -a“^ 
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-$(k)" - Ul-2£ cos(k)] ^j5*(k) = 0 Q.E.D. (A26) 
APPENDIX B: A PROOF OF RAYEIGH-RITZ 
VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
We want to show that the ground state energy, Eg, must be the 
absolute minimum of < | H | >, over the space L2 -summable, nor¬ 
malized (<Y|T > = 1), configurations. 
Let Wn(L) be the complete orthonormal eigen-configuration basis 
set of H, satisfying 
H Wn(L) = En Wn(L) (Bl) 
By completeness, for any Y* (L) we have 
Y(L) - Z cn Wn (L) , 
n 
where are numerical coefficients. By the normalization con¬ 
dition we must also have 
z:^cn = i . (B2) 
n 
Evaluation |H| "Y > we find 
<t |H|t > - <Y |H( ^ <V,I Wn>) (B3) 
- <T Enl V (B4) 
SA, <V 1 V (B5) 
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C£ < Yl un > , 
< Y|H| Y > - £ |C„|! (E„ - E + Eg) . (B6) 
n & 
Now we can decompose the above as follows: 
<Y|H|Y > - V +Es'EICnl’ (B7> 
By normalization, the right hand sum is unity. Furthermore, by 
definition of "ground state", or lowest state, - E ^ 0, for 
all n. Thus 
< ^ | H| Y > = positive number + Eg . (B8) 
< Y |H| Y > à Eg . Q.E.D. (B9) 
APPENDIX C: A DERIVATION OF BOUNDS TO THE GROUND STATE ENERGY 
In this appendix, we shall derive the bounds, Eq. (.36), to the 
ground state energy of the discrete harmonic oscillator defined 
by Eq. (32). Choosing the normalization Y(0) = 1, and making use 
of symmetry, Y(-L) - Y(L), the Y (L) can be recursively generated 
as functions of the energy. 
[Hf (l)] - -a'2 [f(Ul)+T0--l) - 2 fa)] + (aL)-y (L) 
■ era) (a) 
f(L+l)- -a‘ [E Y (L) - <aL)'Y (L) + a'2 [Y (L - 1) - 
2Y(E)]] (C2) 
At L = 0, we have 
Y(l) = -a- [E Y(0) + a-2 [ Y (-1) - 2f(0)] ] (C3) 
Y (1) = -a1 [E + a_2[ Y (!) - 2] ] (C4) 
Y(l) - (2 - Ea!)/2 (C5) 
From the lowest order nontrivial Toeplitz determinant we have 
Y<°) fd) 
Yd) Y(o) 
> 0 (C6) 
y (o)2 - Yd)2 = o (C7) 
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1-¥(1)2=0 (C8) 
0 < Y (1) < 1 (making use of Y (1) > 0) (C9) 
0 < 2 - a2 Eg < (CIO) 
-2 < -a2Eg < 0 (Cll) 
2 > a2E^ > (C12) 
0 < Eg < 2/a2 (C13) 
At L = 1, we have 
Y (2) = -a2 [E Y (1) - a2 Y (D + a‘2[ Y (0) - 2 Y (1)] ] (C14) 
Y (2) = [2 - Ea2 + a4]Y (1) - 1 (C15) 
Y(2) = [2 Y(1) + a4] Y (1) - 1 (C16> 
So that Toeplitz determinant is 
Y(o) Yd) ■Y (2) 
Y (1) Y (0) t(D io (C17) 
Y(2) Y (D Y (0) 
Y (o) [Y <o)! - Y (D* ] - Y (D[ Y (i) Y (o) - Y d) T (2)] 
+ Y(2)[Y(i)1 “Y(0)Y (2)] = 0 (cis) 
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[i - Ydy] -ycD^Td) -CVd)[2Yd) + a4] - û} + 
[V/(1)[2Y(D + a4] - l]{yar - [Yd)[2Yd) + a4] -l3r = O .(C19) 
Y(l)[-2a4 Y(1 y - a8 Y(l) + 2a4] ^ O (C20) 
If Yd) > 0 then 
F(Y (1))= -2 Y CD2 - a4 Y (1) + 2 = O (C21) 
In fig. 1, the parabolic function F(Y (1)) is sketched. One is 
interested in the nonnegative Yd) region consistent with (C21). 
The allowed value for Yd) is 
0 < Y (1) < -a4 + \J a8 + 16 (C22) 
4 
Thus, inserting (C5) yields 




1 + a4 - a4\/l + 16/a8 < Ea2/2 
4 
(C24) 
2/a2 + l/2a2 [a4 - a4\/l + 16/a8] < E (C25) 
Note, by Taylor series expansion we have 
s/1 + Z = 1 + Z/2 + (negative correction — -Z2/8) . 
So that (majorization of C25 gives) 
2/a2 + l/2a2 [a4 - a4 (1 + 8/a8)] < E (C26) 
2/a2 + l/2a2 (a4 - a4 - 8/a4) < E (C27) 
2/a2 + l/2a2 (-8/a4) < E (C28) 
2/a2 - 4/a6 < E (C29) 
Ihe constraint plus ^ (1) >0 require 0 < Eg < 2/a2. 
Ihe ^j=2 constraint after majorization of the square root gives 
2/a2 - 4/a6 < Eg < 2/a
2 . Q.E.D. (C30) 
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Table I. Moment-method Bounds for the Ground-state Binding Energy, 













from (Ref. 10) 
2 1.0222138 1.0222142 11 75 0.61105<£ < 1.0224 1.0222139(±6) 
20 2.215325 2.215450 11 70 2.05K £ < 2.2153 2.2153(111) 
200 4.710 4.740 10 66 4.28<C< 4.72904 4.725(125) 
300 5.34 5.39 10 66 5.04< £ < 5.355 5.355(135) 
1000 7.55 7.85 9 55 6.11585< L < 7.64 7.64(18) 
aFigures in parentheses (±) refer to accuracy estimates on the last 
digits. 
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Table II. Eigenvalue Bounds for the Lattice Harmonic Oscillator 
(a = 0, £ =1) 
PMX Lower Bound Upper Bound 
6 .912 1.04512 
7 .9838848 1.0424576 
8 .9844705280 1.006142464 
9 .9976904090 1.005925745 
10 .9977727623 1.000819837 
11 .9996924191 1.000819837 
12 .9997036932 1.000109564 
13 .9999593915 1.000109564 
14 .9999608932 1.000014955 
15 .9999949522 1.000014415 
16 .9999949522 1.000001959 
17 .9999993663 1.000001819 
18 .9999993663 1.000000225 
19 .9999999156 1.000000225 
20 .9999999218 1.000000030 
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Table III. Eigenvalue Bounds for the Lattice Harmonic Oscillator 
(a = .01, £ = 1) 
PMX Lower Bound Upper Bound 
6 .912 1.04512 
7 .98388480 1.0424576 
8 .984470528 1.0061424640 
9 .9976904090 1.0059257450 
10 .9977727623 1.0008198370 
11 .9996924191 1.0008198370 
12 .9999924191 1.0001095640 
13 .9999510486 1.0001053920 
14 .9999541355 1.0000081560 
15 .9999887084 1.0000081560 
16 .9999887084 .9999957094 
17 .9999931191 .9999955694 
18 .9999931191 .9999939767 
19 .9999936668 .9999939767 
20 .9999936710 .9999937791 
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Table IV. Eigenvalue Bounds for the Lattice Harmonic Oscillator 
(a = .1, C = 1) 
PMX Lower Bound Upper Bound 
15 .9993685382 .9993899831 
16 .9993689671 .9993766872 
17 .9993738308 .9993766872 
18 .9993738593 .9993748877 
19 .9993745072 .9993748774 
20 .9993745146 .9993746442 
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Table V. Eigenvalue Bounds for the Lattice Harmonic Oscillator 
(a = 1, C = 1) 
PMX Lower Bound Upper Bound 
15 .9286042590 .9373316651 
16 .2986042590 .9360225542 
17 .9294202714 .9360225542 
18 .9294202714 .9354283487 
19 .9297206753 .9354283487 
20 .9297206753 .9352571185 
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Table VI. Eigenvalue Bounds for the Lattice Harmonic Oscillator 
(a = 5., £ = 1) * 
PMX Lower Bound Upper Bound 
6 .066 6.33996 
• 
. unchanged 
20 .066 6.33996 
* These results were obtained by rescaling the Stieltjes moments 
according to up/a
2thus avoiding large numbers. The Hankel- 
Hadamard relations are unchanged. Refer to Eq. (23). 
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Table VII. Bounds for the Ground-state Energy of the Discretized 
Harmonic Oscillator. The Inequalities Y - 0 and j“k) - 0, 
for n,N - N Have Been Used 
r 
a N 
 n  
E0 
E(+> 
i. 2 .43 1.01 
i. 4 .919 .930 
i. 6 .929849 .929871 
i. 8 .929870284 .929870296 
2. 2 .43 .47 
2. 3 .4684 .4690 
2. 4 .46895 .46897 
2. 5 .4689605 .4689607 
5. 2 .079744 .079873 
5. 3 .07987194 .07987201 
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